BETTER BUSINESS

8. File the claim: Carriers have different claims

physician’s name, HCPCS codes and appropriate modifiers,
prior authorizations, and current patient information. Be sure
you are billing the primary insurance carrier first since billing
the secondary carrier first will delay your revenue by an additional 45 days or so.

9. Follow up with the payer: If you are submitting claims elec-

tronically, clean claims should be paid within 30 days or sooner.
If you are required to submit additional information to support
the claim, expect the claim processing time to be 45 days at
a minimum; these claims are not processed automatically but
require review by a representative. Note on a calendar the anticipated date by which the claim should be paid, and if payment
is not received, call the insurance carrier to determine where in
the process it is. This will help you keep tabs on your outstanding
ARs. Medicare claims are typically processed electronically in
seven to ten days, and follow up can be done at the 30-day mark.
Establishing efficient workflows that take into consideration
the entire process of gathering the correct information up front
and following the claim through to payment will decrease the
amount of time your claims remain outstanding and minimize
unpaid patient balances for your clinic. O&P EDGE
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payment platforms, and the claim information is processed differently
depending on the setup of
these systems. For example,
a carrier may require that
a claim for a pair of therapeutic shoes lists each shoe on
a different line with appropriate left and right modifiers, while
another carrier may be able to process the claim with the pair
of shoes listed on one line along with the appropriate left and
right modifiers. By understanding what is required with the
submission of each claim, such as whether a particular, commonly dispensed device will always require documentation
for medical necessity determination, or whether the referring
or ordering physician face-to-face note is required to process
the claim, you can eliminate unnecessary payment delays. If
a particular payer requests additional information 80 percent
of the time, try to anticipate what additional information is
typically requested and send it as support with the original
claim; this should reduce the claim processing time. Keep in
mind that when a payer requests additional information, the
claim processing procedure must start over. Bill all necessary
information, and submit clean claims to third-party payers.
Claims should include the referring physician’s or ordering
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